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STRING THE TINSEL THEN GIFTWRAP THE TANGLE®  

TO MAKE SPIRITS BRIGHT FOR ANYONE ON YOUR LIST 
 

Of All The Toys On The Market, Tillywig’s 2022 Best Creative Fun Award  

Goes To Tangle Original With Texture  

“To Heighten The Senses And Brighten Your Day, No Matter Your Age”  

 
South San Francisco, CA (October 20, 2022) – We’ve all been there. Staring at 

a holiday gift list for every stage and every age from the neighbor’s child to 

your boss. Tillywig Toy & Media Awards has discovered the ideal present 

that’s actually been around for decades! Tangle® Original With Texture ($30) 

just snared the prestigious Fall 2022 Tillywig Best Creative Fun Award. This 

fresh reincarnation of the original fidget toy wowed Tillywig judges who see 

every new idea on the market! 

 

“It's easy to see why kids aren't the only ones who find this multisensory toy to 

be utterly compelling and thoroughly entertaining!” begins Tillywig’s glowing 

review. “Whether approached as a playful diversion or as a purposeful way to 

nudge one's brain into a receptive state of creative flow, the Tangle Original 

Textured makes for a pleasurable way to heighten the senses and brighten your 

day, no matter your age. Twisting and turning the connected curvilinear 

sections that make up the whole produces a chain reaction of endlessly shifting shapes, 

textures and color combinations.”  

 

The Fall 2022 Best Creative Fun review continues, “Seeing the Tangle continually morph 

in response to often absent-minded movements creates a feedback loop in which things 

that occur by happenstance spark experimentation and exploration. Few things are 

energizing and relaxing at the same time, and this enormously fun way to achieve that end 

injects restorative and often inspiring moments throughout your day.” 

 

Echoes the many consumers on Tangle’s website who have written in, this must-touch toy has been pleasing 

kids to business leaders -- and everyone in between. 

 

“I first discovered Tangles in a Walmart about 20 years ago. Since then I’ve given out at least 50; 

one to a little lady of 10 going through chemo. Children and adults alike love these wonderful 

fidgeters. The Tangle textures is my favorite because it provides sensation on so many levels. I’ve 

even entertained a Board of Directors while in a day-long meeting with them. It kept them 

awake and alert.” 

 

Twist it, turn it and yes, tangle it! At https://www.tanglecreations.com/ 

there are so many trendy colors and textures to choose from. Best of all, 

they are on display everywhere. “No matter where you shop this season, you 



can find Tangle in all major mass and specialty toy and gift retailers across the U.S.,” advises Jan Marie Zawitz, 

Director of Sales & Marketing. 

 

Tangle Original With Texture • Ages 3+ • $30 

When in its coil shape, the Tangle Original Textured is approximately the size of a 

coffee cup. It’s the perfect Tangle for sensory and tactile fun for kids and adults of 

all ages with captivating bright colors, cool textures and a handful size. Its magic in 

the motion is perfect for harnessing the power of anyone’s creativity! 

 

As the leaves turn and the temps drop, there are stockings to stuff and eight nights 

of Hanukkah to gift. In between are Secret Santa exchanges, family reunions, 

overnight guests and many more reasons to have a few wrapped presents on hand! 

Tangle has the hostess with the mostest covered with $9 & under gifts that are sure 

to wow! 

 

The Tangle® Jr. Classic ($6+) boasts six new colors to delight little ones, tweens and teens. Each Tangle Jr. 

has vibrant, contrasting colors that are visually pleasing. Other stocking stuffer ideas include the Tangle Jr. 

Crush Series ($7) in trendy colorways like Slime, Rainbow, Soda Pop, Fire, Snow, and Galaxy. Cool! 

 

Big things indeed come in small packages as Tangle has a toy box 

full of suggestions: Tangle Pets series ($8) features six adorable 

collectible animals: Kitty, Bunny, Puppy, Sloth, Unicorn, and 

Flamingo! Need more ideas? The Tangle Jr. Metallic series ($9) 

features striking metallic finishes that range from Emerald to Rose 

Gold; the Tangle Pets Aquatic ($8) features loveable underwater 

creatures from Octopus to Hermit Crab and –lastly, the Tangle Jr. 

Textured ($6) series includes a variety of colors and textures 

perfect for every kind of tactile sensory seeker! 

 

Tangle® Jr. Classic • Ages: 3+ • $6 

Created over 40 years ago, the Tangle® Jr. Classic is the Original Collectible Fidget Toy! 

It is so much fun to twist and turn - it's hard to put it down! Tangles are the ultimate 

creativity tool for kids and adults alike. After 40+ years and over 350 million units sold 

worldwide, you can find Tangles everywhere. From the classroom to the boardroom and 

every place in between, the fun and creativity never stop when you've got a Tangle in 

your hand. 

 

Look for Tangle playthings just about everywhere from online to Learning Express and 

Nordstrom to Walmart and even the MoMA Design Store! When shopping at 

tanglecreations.com, enjoy free shipping on domestic orders over $40. Follow them on 

your favorite social media channel – TikTok, Instagram, YouTube, Twitter and Facebook.  

 

About Tangle, Inc.  

Established in 1981, this family run toy company created the Original Fidget Toy - the Tangle. Twist it, Turn 

it... the possibilities are endless! Forty years later, Tangle’s mission is to continue to invent and develop 

products that stimulate the creativity of kids around the world. Sculptor, inventor and Tanglemaster Richard X. 

Zawitz now works along with his son, daughter-in-law and grandson, running the business out of a beautiful 

warehouse gallery in South San Francisco. After 41 years and 300 million+ units sold worldwide, Tangles are 

the ultimate creativity tool for kids and adults alike! Discover (or rediscover) this beloved brand at 

https://www.tanglecreations.com/.  
 


